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THE MOSSAD IS ISRAEL’S intelligence agency with headquarters in Tel Aviv.

According to the official Web Site (http://www.mossad.gov.il/Eng/AboutUs.aspx), the Mossad carries out many operations including:

Covert intelligence gathering beyond Israel’s borders.
Carrying out special operations beyond Israel’s borders.
Developing special diplomatic and covert relations abroad.
Preventing the development of non-conventional weapons by hostile countries.

As regards carrying out special operations beyond Israel’s borders, the recent Georgian conflict has brought to light (http://blog.wired.com/defense/2008/08/did-israel-trai.html) Mossad’s role in training Georgian commandos.

FALSE FLAGS & ASSASSINATIONS

OPERATION SUSANNA WAS a false flag operation conducted in 1954 (http://www.stanford.edu/group/SHR/5-1/text/beinin.html) by Mossad operatives in Egypt against American and British targets.

The operation, known as The Lavon Affair, was designed to appear (http://www.stanford.edu/group/SHR/5-1/text/beinin.html) as though Egyptian Arabs had carried out attacks on US Information Agency libraries in Alexandria and Cairo and British-owned theaters in Cairo on July 14, 1954. Mossad agents had infiltrated Egyptian society and recruited Egyptian-born Jews to carry out the operation.

At first, believing that radical Egyptians were to blame, Egyptian authorities finally uncovered the Mossad operation. Two Mossad agents were hanged and several others were sentenced to lengthy prison terms. Two other operatives committed suicide.

Since the US invasion of Iraq in 2003, over 530 Iraqi scientists have been assassinated (http://www.uruknet.info/?p=m23220&l=i&size=1&hd=0) by Mossad agents operating in Iraq. These scientists were considered a threat to Israel as they had the expertise to develop both biological and nuclear weapons.
According to a Palestine Information Center Report, the US Pentagon cooperated with the Mossad (http://www.stopusa.be/scripts/texte.php?section=BD& langue=3&id=24305) deciding that the best way to get rid of the scientists was to “physically eliminate them.” The Brussels Tribunal has provided a list (http://www.brusseltribunal.org/academicsList.htm) of the Iraqi scientists that have been murdered by the Mossad.

Is It Not Time That The Wicked State Of Israel Be Censured As The Enemy Of Humanity?

For More See: “Mossad’s Secret Jewish Spys” Click Here

And: “9-11’s Real & Phony Spies” Click Here (http://www.realjewnews.com/?p=228)
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39 Comments

1. hoff August 28, 2008 @ 12:49 am

Ostrovsky, a former Mossad agent, says its (Mossad) motto is “By way of deception, thou shalt do war”.

Book online


2. hoff August 28, 2008 @ 12:58 am

Google must really have a thing against Uruknet. After Google News’ censorship now Uruknet disappears even on Google’s search engine.

http://www.uruknet.de/?l=e&p=-6&size=1&hd=0 (http://www.uruknet.de/?l=e&p=-6&size=1&hd=0)

3. Ken Dutton August 28, 2008 @ 1:38 am

Let’s the jews a real holohoax to complain about. There’s roughly 6 million in the jewnited States of israel.

4. james August 28, 2008 @ 2:13 am

I got this link through an article posted on globalresearch website about an unsubstantiated
Russian news report that Mossad were behind the recent Obama assassination plot decrypted by Russian intelligence FSB of capture Israeli documents in the recent Russian/Georgian conflict. [http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index1130.htm](http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index1130.htm)


People have been speculating that the Mossad might try to kill Obama and blame it on white supremacist or Islamic extremists or a combination of the two. I didn't think they would go that far but if the report can be confirmed it would be a huge scandal for Israel.

**Bob** August 28, 2008 @ 3:15 am

Brother Nathanel, first I want to thank you for this website. I've learned more here regarding the true nature of Talmudic Judaism, Jews in general and their behavior, goals, and ideals in the past two weeks, then in the previous two decades.

The more I read, the more I am convinced I no longer want to live in a country/culture with Jews!

So what, in your opinion, is the solution? Surely Hitler/The Nazis and “The Final Solution” wasn’t right, or wasn’t the only solution?

I demand freedom from the Jews. I refuse to be a slave to these people. Will they let me go free? Will they willingly give up their ill-gotten gains and power and all go live in Israel?

I’ve already canceled my cable and newspaper subscriptions. I rarely read Jewish-owned propaganda magazines anymore. What’s left to do, stop paying income taxes to the illegal federal reserve and illegal IRS...demand the abolition of the federal reserve system and all Jewish banking usury?

There is a ground-swell of support for those changes, but I doubt they would be enough, even if realized.

Just what is the solution?

**Peter** August 28, 2008 @ 3:32 am

Bob’s comment was right on the nail. I would be very interested to have an answer, as well.

My very best regards.

**Anthony Clifton** August 28, 2008 @ 4:39 am

Jews are not Israel.{Rev 7} See what Israel ought to do. If a rabid dog is mauling a little blonde girl in front of you, what ought you to do {as a man} ? Cheer ? Contribute ? Start a pep rally, with chutzpah ? Duh! See what Jesus said in Matthew 13. Are you a “jewish” agent,{can you think} looking for a “hot” vacation deal ? Such a deal, repeat ”jewish” lies verbatim, ad nauseum......see the lake of fire...it’s a “jewish” thingy. Know the Truth...ashkenazim....converts to talmudic judaism are not Israel{the 12 tribes}. Obadiah describes edomite vacation plans,...book now !

**Deacon** August 28, 2008 @ 5:10 am

#######
Where is that Israeli, nuclear-missile-armed submarine, operating in our world’s oceans?

That ought to worry everyone, regarding Israel’s penchant for false-flag ops.

Deacon August 28, 2008 @ 5:22 am

========

P.S.

How is the ADL et al connected to Mossad?
http://rense.com/general83/adl.htm

========

Tonya August 28, 2008 @ 6:48 am

let em keep doing it. It wont be much longer before the entire world realizes what is going on and demands and end to it, and them.

WOWW August 28, 2008 @ 7:36 am

Bob,

Hitler and the German people are victims of Jewish propaganda. It was the Jews who started both World wars. The gassing of 6 million Jews is a complete hoax. The very first mention/claim of the holocaust came from a Russian Jew. The vast majority of top officials in the Russian Government were Jews.

Hitler’s only “plan” was to get the Jews out of his country. The “final solution” referred to exporting Jews out of Germany not killing them. Not a single Jew ever died from Zyklon B. It was war time propaganda and remains a complete scam.

It was the German Jews who sold out their own country and stabbed Germany in the back. Germany was winning the war. They offered peace terms, an ending of the violence, started by great Briton but the Jews of Germany went to Great Briton and promised to get the US involved in return for Great Briton’s promise to help the Jews steal . Palestine. 70 million people murdered, the majority of them civilians. All hail the Jews. They are better at killing than any other race on the planet.

Jim DeTexas August 28, 2008 @ 9:36 am

This is an uninterrupted 51-second video of Obama speaking; he’s telling us exactly what he will do to the military...watch it before this is removed off the web site.

http://www.youtube.com/v/dl32Y7wDVDs&hl=en&fs=1

This is absolutely shocking & reprehensible. He plans to unilaterally disarm our nation. The question is... for what? And more specifically, for whom ?!!
I think in answer to the question of “What is the solution?”, the problem is that prophecy tells us we are about to witness the second to the last battle before God sends Christ back to wage war with His enemies. The stage is set right now for a WWIII that will involve Iran/Syria/Russia against the US/UK/Israel. This war has to happen in order to usher in the final war between China and what is left of US/UK/Israel, which won’t be very much at that time. So the only solution from here is to live each day in obedience to God’s will and try to inform others of just how late we truly are on God’s prophetic timeline. Any soul that you can save and turn back to God is a bonus for you and your rewards in heaven. You might also prepare for a full EMP (electro magnetic pulse) weapon attack, one where you are ready to live without the electronic comforts of this life, as that will no doubt be part of WWIII. The Bible prophecies say that within a period of one hour all the riches of the Babylonian kingdom that made the other nations of the earth rich through sin will crash, and even the rich will be weeping and throwing their gold and silver onto the streets because it’s value will be nothing.

This news is just in from this morning:

RUSSIA today won support from China and Central Asian states in its standoff with the West over the Georgia conflict as the European Union said it was weighing sanctions against Moscow.

Perhaps the Mossad’s “Operation Drago” is taking its inspiration from the first season (2001-2002) of Fox TV’s hit series “24″, in which Senator Palmer, a black man, is running for President.

Although the details may differ, the basic premise and storyline of the first season of “24” seem oddly close enough to what is emerging as an attempted assassination plot against Senator Obama.

In “24”, when “Plan A” failed, “Plan B” was put into effect. As per Operation Drago, perhaps the four captured assassins from the motorcycle gang the “Sons of Silence” were “Plan A”. (SOS - also stands for “Synagogue of Satan” - connect that with “Operation Drago”, or “dragon”, ie Satan.) Whether they were caught by chance or by design remains to be determined, but do expect a more intricate “Plan B” to have already been initiated. And if “Plan B” fails, expect a “Plan C”, for these people (SOS/Zionists/Mossad) never give up from their overall strategic and tactical plans.

Senator Palmer survives the assassination plans and goes on to become President, wherein the second season of “24” involves an attempted detonation of a nuclear bomb in Los Angeles, supposedly by Middle Eastern terrorists. The conspired-for response for the U.S. was to go to war against three innocent Middle Eastern nations, in which the real objective of the real conspirators behind the scenes (the oil and big money interests) was for the United States military to capture the Caspian Sea basin area’s oil deposits and infrastructure. Sounds like the current Georgian conflict, instigated by the US/Israel/Mossad’s big oil and big money interests.

Is real life following the script of a popular TV show? (Remember the episode of the “Lone Gunmen” that foreshadowed “9-11” several months before it actually happened.)

According to the recent Sorcha Faal report (as linked to in James’ post above), former Israeli Brigadier General Gal Hirsch, who was in command of the Georgian Military Forces during their
invasion of South Ossetia, had, previously to the war/invasion, drawn up the plans for Operation Drago, along with other “plans”, of which were retrieved from retreating Georgian special forces troops captured by the Russian military forces sent in to liberate South Ossetia.

As disturbing as Operation Drago is in its realities and implications, more so is that there were/are “other plans” designed to be in “coordination” with Operation Drago. It begs the question, what else has been “planned”? And for what nefarious purposes?

Had Operation Drago been the only plan external to the planned invasion of South Ossetia, the invasion of South Ossetia would not have been necessary as a “cover” for Operation Drago, nor would it have been necessary to bring documentation along on the Georgian invasion of South Ossetia, but would have been easily contained within the minds of those responsible for the plan.

The Georgian conflict was, and is still, needed as a “cover” for an intricate web of detailed Operations linking and interwoven with each other. It becomes evident, that because there were so many plans with so many details, that it was necessary to bring the documentation along into the battle zone of South Ossetia to keep everything in perfect synchronization (rather than to keep each plan separate, or “compartmentalized”, from the others in order to protect operational integrity and success).

The fact that these plans were captured is testimony to the assumptive success and consequent sloppiness of the Georgian forces and especially of Brigadier General Hirsch, who is now most likely up for “early retirement” at the first opportunity. But whereas Operation Drago has been made public, will the other “plans” be made public, or quickly buried? Or if not buried, vehemently denied? Or glossed over? Or made irrelevant through diffusion into other issues and events?

Sorcha Faal continues in her article that the Democratic National Committee has chosen to incorporate a depiction of the Drago Constellation into its logo for the Denver convention. (Why was Denver chosen? As the “mile-high” city, is it as the Tower of Babel, reaching unto the heavens, touching upon Drago and summoning forth its powers?) In politics, nothing happens by accident, especially when the SOS/NWO/Illuminati are involved. So it can be presumed that this depiction of the Drago Constellation is foreshadowing that the Democratic Party will be the Party in power during the unleashing of the ancient “war in the heavens” upon the Earth, perhaps in the run-up to, but definitely during, the last seven years of this Age.

Be clear, that regardless of the Party in power in this country, they are both in bed together and have been for a very long time. (The United States is a conquered nation, and has been for quite some time, not by invading foreign armies but by highly-placed well-leveraged traitors within, such as the “neocons”, but many others as well.) So it wouldn’t make much if any difference if the Republican Party were to rule for the next eight years, as to the timing and outcome of “planned events”.

Movies and TV shows are not on par with Biblical prophesy, yet there are details and parallels worth observing and taking into account. If you have an opportunity to watch the first two seasons of “24”, do so, but be prepared for the graphic realities of the “real world” of conspiracies and subterfuge and associated violence. Hopefully, there is a real-life “Jack Bauer” and a CTU-like outfit working behind the scenes to foil the plots of these conspirators.

World War III and the following seven years are indeed prophesied, but they do not have to happen on our watch! (Remember, Ninevah repented, and God backed down from judging them - until later, when sin ran rampant again.) Pray for the best, but do be wise as Joseph and plan for the worst.
The Global Elite/
The House of Rothschild/
International Jewish
Terrorist Network

“We need to take away the foundation for terrorism,
and establish barriers to its activities and its spread”

-Javier Solano-EU High Commissioner

POINTS:
Anti-Christ will be Jew
House of Rothschild/ Head of Snake/Ardent Zionist
Terrorism in Israel/War on TERROR- USA/EU/Israel
Using FEAR to procure billions into US/EU military-industrial-intelligence National Security
State complex to protect International Jewish Corporate Empire from the Masses of the peoples
on the planet
US/British/Israeli Axis of Evil

The Rothschild Empire is today the richest, most powerful, most influential temporal force on
the planet.

Based primarily in London, UK, it has amassed untold TRILLIONS in wealth over the past 3
centuries to become the prime mover and shaker in international political and financial affairs.

The House of Rothschild is ardently Jewish and staunchly pro-zionist in its religious disposition
and affairs. As of the year 2000, they have decided to engage and promulgate “international
terrorism” to catalyze and ‘fast track’ their ultimate quest and goal for a One World
Government based in the European Union.

Rothschild interests not only control the United States of America directly through the US
Federal Reserve, they also control (and wield) the most lethal military fighting force in the
world today: the US military. This International Jewish Terrorist Empire fights by proxy, that
is, they get others to fight, kill and die for them, in this case, deluded and deceived Americans.

There exists a US/British/Israeli Axis of Evil that is reeking absolute havoc upon our world
today, committing acts of military, economic and environmental terrorism, exploitation and
destruction on an unprecedented scale all over the world, leaving only death, ruin, chaos and
vengeance in its wake.

The Rothschilds operate out of the financial district in the heart of London, England; known as
‘the City’. All major British banks have their main offices there, along with branch offices for
nearly 400 foreign banks, including at least 70 from the United States. Within ‘the City’ exists
the Bank of England, the London Stock Exchange, Lloyd’s of London, Fleet Street (home of international publishing and media/newspaper interests), the London Commodity Exchange and the London Metal Exchange. It is literally the financial hub of the world...

Covering an area of 677 acres or one square mile (known as the wealthiest square mile on Earth), the City is ruled by a Lord Mayor who is personally appointed by the Rothschilds. ‘The City’ is, in its own right, a sovereign state existing within the confines of the larger city of London per se’, much like the Vatican is within the city of Rome.

The United Kingdom (as well as the entire European Union), is controlled, directed and governed by the powers that be within ‘the City’. The British throne (the Crown), the prime minister and the UK Parliament are all fronts for the Rothschild Empire, as will the European Commission, Council and Parliament be when the EU assumes its role as global headquarters for One World Government in the not to distant future.

The fact that the richest, most powerful dynasty in the world is Jewish should explain why the current international terrorist network operates out of the US/British/Israeli triad; the very heart of International Jewry. However, the Rothschild Empire has no love for jews in general, as they were the principal financier of Hitler’s Germany and the prime cause for the Nazi Holocaust. International geo-strategic and geo-political ‘one world’ interests come first, from their perspective.

Al-Qaida and the US/EU/Israeli so-called ‘War on Terror’ are all funded and directed by this International Zionist Cabal of Jewish Financiers based in London. At issue here is the use of raw force to dictate ‘one world’ strategem for economic and political consolidation, as well as to control and defend the empire against the masses of hungry, desperate and angry peoples of the world, whose ranks are growing rapidly.

That the Rothschilds control, influence and direct international intelligence agencies such as the CIA, NSA, GCHQ, Mossad and M16 etc...is practically a given. In fact, such a worldwide intelligence network has been the very secret, or key, to its phenomenal rise to global power this past half century.

There are only 5 nations in the world left without a Rothschild controlled central bank: Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Cuba and Libya. Enter the so-called ‘war on terror’ and the real international jewish terrorist modus operandi that is about to strike Iran as they did Iraq, who was previously on that short list, but is no more.

Today, the USA is currently being set up for the fall. Targets: anti-‘One World’ US patriots, American freedom and independence, the US Bill of Rights, The US dollar and New York City-London’s chief financial rival for world economic control, dominance and authority. NYC will most likely be “nuked” by this International Jewish Terrorist Network (under the guise of CIA/M16/Mossad sponsored Al Qaida) once America has run its course for the Jew World Order.

The very nature of securing and maintaining international power, from their perspective, is to employ every kind of diabolical, insidious, wicked and evil means of deceit, deception and terror (the motto for Israel’s Mossad is ‘by way of deception’) in order to effectively procure their rule and reign on Earth- and this they do without remorse.

The state of Israel, though, is the crown jewel of international jewish world plans to assume the throne of global dictate. Ceasar, Fuhrer, King, Prince... whatever name or title one confers, it is a near certainty that he who will rule from Jerusalem will emerge from the House of Rothschild- the very root of international jewish terrorism.

The Anti-Christ will be Jew, sure to be a Man of fierce countenance, when he proclaims himself
'god' of this world at the end of history.

Selah,

Jonas the Prophet
Planet Earth
http://lightspeed2017.20m.com
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63345. Frances August 28, 2008 @ 11:44 am

More news on MOSSAD activity..

http://www.real-debt-elimination.com/real_freedom/Propaganda/New_World_Order/mossad_local_assistants_or_sayanim.htm

63346. AsWas August 28, 2008 @ 12:34 pm

In my experience of encountering her reports over the years, Sorcha Faal is a fantasist (seldom proved right about anything) with highly suspicious motivations. Why on earth would the NWO entrust the entire success of their Grand Plan to a couple of low IQ (have you seen their mugshots?) drug addicts? The story that I have read concerning the plans captured by the Russians from the (it is claimed) Yemeni Jews masquerading as Georgians is at least plausible and consistent with known history. This is that the Israelis intended to use a Georgian airfield to attack Teheran with anthrax bombs delivered from Israeli planes repainted with US markings. That story is here:

http://tbrnews.org/Archives/a2869.htm

I don’t like unsourced stories and rumors, but in the absence of any compellingly satisfying rational explanation for the events in Georgia, speculation is all that we are left with.

63347. James August 28, 2008 @ 1:08 pm

@Loren

You might be right as crazy as it sounds about the Nuclear bomb theory.

Remember Alexander Litvinenko former FSB agent, Berezovsky stooge and MI6 agent smuggling plutonium 210 from the Chechen mafia in the Panski Gorge in Georgia. Plutonium 210 is used in nuclear trigger devices and because it came from Russia, who are helping the Iran build a nuclear power station they could blame it on the Iranians.

I see that Pastor John Hagee (zionist) is preaching today on his show that wisdom is taking advantage of situations in this life to sin in order to get more worldly wealth and power. In his sermon he was praising the Rothschilds, as if they are doing the will of God by abusing other people.

Go figure!

To Woww,

Okay fine, I hear another recounting of history and a fine rant, but I didn’t hear a SOLUTION.

As I said, the problem has finally, in my case at least, been identified, now what do we do about it?

—

To Greg,

I hear this “solution” offered a lot, which is basically do nothing, it has all been pre-ordained. My main problem with this “fatalism” is I’ve seen it used by Christians my entire life as a crutch so they don’t have to take any action.

Don’t have a good job, it’s all God’s plan. The federal reserve is a private criminal enterprise, it’s all God’s plan. 20 million illegal aliens are allowed to invade the U.S., all part of the plan.

Was the apathy and inaction of the people who could have done something about it but didn’t, part of the plan too? And if so, then why don’t we get really apathetic and stop paying ALL TAXES to the government and implode the beast?

Why are people engaged just enough to keep the system going, but not engaged to the point necessary to actually change it?

I see Biblical prophecy unfolding before my eyes which lends great credence to it’s validity. But at the same time, people’s belief that these events would transpire has become a self-fulfilling prophecy.

And this makes me wonder just which human hands may have edited the Bible, and for what purposes.

Imagine a long-term, and I mean long-term plan to conquer if not the entire world, at least a great portion of it. Wouldn’t a great way to do it be by starting a religion which teaches its disciples that they are going to be conquered, there is nothing they can do about it, but they, or at least some of them, will be saved by “magical forces” in the end.

How many head football coaches would get the job if their plan to win games was to pray, believe, fall behind by 7 touchdowns and then be saved just before the end of the game?

Christianity didn’t spread because a few new converts sat in a room and prayed for their to be more Christians in the world. And we students of history know there was quite a bit of coercion and manipulation used along the way.

Perhaps this is/was the problem? If everyone who claimed to be a Christian had willingly
embraced the true message, then maybe things would be different. Because what happened more often then not was merely children being indoctrinate and “repeating” things they had heard, but without true understanding.

Isn’t a possible alternative to say I believe in Christ, and I see evil being done in the world, and I feel it is my obligation to stop it?

Judges, police officers, and our legal system doesn’t have this “it must be” attitude.

If everyone whose cloak was stolen actually offered their coat too would the materialism of this world disappear, or would the 1% of people who have been proven scientifically to have absolutely no empathy or compassion for others, think Stalin, merely collect all the cloaks and coats and treat everyone as their slaves?

9155. Chi0ne1 August 28, 2008 @ 3:57 pm

Bob
Many people are doing something unfortunately they are all on different pages, nullifying their efforts.

9156. Fr. John August 28, 2008 @ 4:14 pm

Sigh. Much of the ‘prophecy’ talked about on this post has NOTHING to do with Orthodoxy, Christianity, or logic.

Dispensationalism is a HERESY, invented in 1830, that claims there are two ways of salvation. It arose from fraternizing with Jewish/talmudic schemes of apocalypticism.

Avoid it like the plague.

9157. Greg August 28, 2008 @ 4:35 pm

Well Bob, given that every soul has been given free will, don’t you think it is our duty to inform evil doers of their evil actions and beliefs and then help where we can to alleviate the suffering of the victims of sin? If Christians truly did these things and let it up to sinners to decide their own eternal fate, after being told the truth, then things would take care of themselves. Christ gave us the example of the “Good Samaritan” for this reason. This has been lost in modern day apostate Christianity. It was also true that the early church expelled from the church any member of the congregation that clearly refused to give up their sinful lifestyles. The same should still be done today, as the elite do not want to be shown to be evil and as not being a part of the Christian church. To them being expelled would be like death, as they believe their sinful behaviors are no worse than that of the sins of their victims. They are sadly mistaken though, as the heart of Christianity deals with how the least of them in the world are treated by those who control the world’s wealth and government power. This is also why Jesus Christ made it clear that it is close to impossible for a materially wealthy soul to inherit eternal life, as they often feel as if they earned their wealth but the poor didn’t also earn more than they got from the society. The Bible is more than clear about why the rich will find their souls in hell for eternity, and how God could not give a rats butt about how the rich souls feel about their fate. They control the means to alleviate all human suffering on the earth, but due to their pride and egos they refuse to do just that.

9158. Greg August 28, 2008 @ 7:22 pm

It appears that Putin and the Russian leaders mean business when they warn the NATO nations to stop meddling in their affairs and in their part of the world.
2573. John Hanks August 28, 2008 @ 7:43 pm

Crooks are crooks are crooks. Crooks have enlisted Jews, Gypsies etc. and then used them as patsies for generations. The mossad and American traitors were suckered into doing the 911 stunt with promises of wealth or power. At bottom however, it was a bunch of frat boys who did 911 and stole 90% of the wealth for kicks. Reagan got us drunk and rifled our pockets. The Bush’s came along and set us on fire for kicks.

2574. Jim DeTexas August 28, 2008 @ 9:02 pm

Divided we fall.

2575. Jack Johnston August 28, 2008 @ 9:28 pm

Perle, Wolfowitz, Feith, Wurmser, etc. aren’t frat boys. They are traitorous Jews loyal to Israel/zionism. There was no “suckering” re 9/11 and it was not done for money. The philosophical basis for allowing 9/11 to occur and then using it as a basis for Iraq began with an academician named Strauss (Leo, Leon(?)). His protege (Strotheimer(?)) took it to the Univ. of Chicago where Perle, Wolfowitz etc. picked it up. Basically the idea is that a first strike to totally destroy any attempt to oppose US dominance is preferable to diplomacy. This idea/philosophy was actually a deception to use the resources of the US to destroy those that opposed Israel/zionism. It was masked as extreme American patriotism. Bush is an incompetent fool and was not involved in the development of the idea. Perle said of Bush “When I first met him (GW) two things were obvious; first that he didn’t know very much and second he had the confidence to ask questions which revealed that he didn’t know very much.” We have a much more sophisticated group here with the national and international wherewithal to develop and carry out such operation as Iraq. The frat boys were involved as a result ie: oil, defense contracting but buttons were pushed by traitorous Jews. The Jews are driven not by lust for money but by something much larger and more sinister; a lust to establish a worldwide zionism using the lives, resources of those other than Jews. Money is no real object to them but they have to have the leverage of political position to accomplish their mission.

The mossad will go as far as they can to maintain a zionist hold on the US. If an assassination will do this then they will do it and not even a sitting US president is immune.

As far as what to do, transparency is the most important tool available. Simply posting the fact that at least some ordinary people unaffiliated with any movement are aware of the truth is effective. Cooperation among those creating, desiring, demanding transparency would be an irresistible force however at present their are too many divergent vested interests among this group. One method would be the creation of an internet lobbying group dedicated to demanding criminal investigations re Perle, Wolfowitz, Feith, etc.. The Lawrence Franklin case and the stalled prosecution of the former AIPAC executives could be used as a starting point and the 9/11 victims group could be a strong ally. This is all just a sketch but it could, with effort and cooperation, be done.

2576. Loren August 28, 2008 @ 9:39 pm

@ Greg:

In quoting you @ 4:35 pm above:

“This is also why Jesus Christ made it clear that it is close to impossible for a materially
wealthy soul to inherit eternal life,…”

Your whole post was excellent, and others, too. In fact, there are many excellent posts and spin-offs on Br. Nathanael’s topic above. And although sometimes the exchanges get heated, this can be good, too, as it spurs deep thought, reflection, examination, and conviction. And we are nothing, if we don’t have the conviction of our beliefs, whether right or wrong or otherwise.

In quoting the statement above, it is my belief, based upon conviction, based upon inherent logic derived from the Scriptures, and enlightened by the Holy Ghost, that Jesus was born into great wealth - contrary to the majority-held belief that Jesus was born poor and stayed poor.

The analysis below has nothing to do with the “prosperity gospel” as taught and preached and believed by many today, but actually runs contrary to it.

Jesus was born into great wealth. This can be deductively proven from the Gospels (listed below). In growing up, He was also exposed to various cultures other than the Jewish, especially the Egyptian culture and religion, as well as the Babylonian/Chaldean/Mesopotamian. He may have also been well-traveled, and He certainly was well-educated and worked hard with His hands.

People didn’t call Jesus “master” or “rabbi” because He bought a sheepskin from a local vendor declaring such (as in today, buying a degree over the Internet). He studied hard to earn His degrees, and even traveled to far-off places to be taught and to learn from the masters of those places. Jesus had a razor-clear mind and a photographic memory. He was nobody’s fool. He felt deeply and cared deeply with great emotion. He laughed and cried, mourned and rejoiced.

In working with His hands, He spent some time as a blue collar worker, having been a mason (that’s right, a “free mason”) working with stone and rock, as well as a carpenter working with wood. In doing so, He most likely worked on some of the repairs and renovations to the Temple and associated buildings, making such structures, especially the Temple, very personal to Him.

If you know anything about stone masons and carpenters who have “mastered” their trade, they can just look at a rock or a piece of wood and just “know” its character, how to trim it for its best fit and expression, and where to place it for its best purpose and function.

And isn’t that how Jesus works with us?

So there were at least three sources of Jesus’ great wealth:
1) whatever was inherited from His parents, both being from the House of David,
2) the great treasures that the Magi had bestowed upon Jesus after being born,
3) being paid well in the building/construction trades as a carpenter and as a stone mason.

When Jesus encounters the rich young ruler, Jesus lays down the challenge for this young man to “Sell everything you have and give to the poor … Then come, follow me” (Luke 18:22).

If in fact, Jesus had inherited and earned great wealth, then His challenge to this “rich young ruler” would have been a total hypocrisy … if Jesus had not ALREADY given away 90%+, or even all, of His great wealth to the poor and needy, whether before His public ministry and/or during!

Jesus was acutely aware of the politics, politicians, and current events of His day. He understood economics and finances. And He saw how the rich and powerful trampled upon the poor and needy, grinding their faces further into the dirt. Jesus also knew “How hard it is for
the rich to enter the kingdom of God” (Luke 18:24).

As the “Son of Man”, Jesus had to come to grips with His own great earthly wealth, if He was to begin and continue in the public ministry of His Father’s calling and purpose, and ultimately, to die on the Cross as Mankind’s perfect substitute. As Jesus’ ministry unfolded, He knew the financial costs and that His earthly wealth could be used to cover existing costs as well as to expand His public ministry. But Jesus also knew that if He were to become ensnared by the wealth of this world, and the power and other entrapments that wealth confers, He would have “fallen” … and would have failed His Father, Mankind, and all Eternity.

Again, Jesus well knew what great wealth could do in the natural. But He had to come unto His OWN decision concerning His earthly wealth, whether to keep it, protect it, invest it, and use it as the world does, or to obey His Father’s Words and give it to the poor and needy and trust His Father for the “return on investment”. Jesus chose wisely and long-term. Consequently, Jesus became Mankind’s perfect Substitute, Redeemer, and Savior.

While the world’s movers and shakers lie, cheat, steal, and murder for more and more of never-ending enough, while certain preachers and televangelists benefit from the “prosperity gospel”, Jesus’ words - and actions - still ring true today, “Sell everything you have and give to the poor … Then come, follow me”.

What would the world be like if the Rothschilds and others of immense worldly wealth and power harkened unto Jesus’ words, circumcised their hearts unto God, and gave it all away to the poor and needy? What would the sermons of the preachers, teachers, and televangelists of the “prosperity gospel” be like if they lived and taught the truth of what Jesus did with His earthly wealth?

For an excellent in-depth analysis of the “rich young ruler”, read the following:


5374. Orthodox Russian August 28, 2008 @ 10:06 pm

Dear Loren,

Thanks for good posting. I just want to add that every single Word and Parable said by Jesus has multidimensional meaning. For example you mentioned “Sell everything you have and give to the poor ... Then come, follow me”. Another meaning: “everything you have” is your Intellect, Reason. You have to “give to the poor”, silence your Reason to be able to Contemplate True Light, to be able to Pray Truly to Holy Trinity. “Then come, follow me”, then only then you can follow the way, hold the truth, and have the eternal life. I am the way, the truth, and the life.

5375. geoffrey fanslow August 28, 2008 @ 10:49 pm

My response to Bob wanting a solution:

Listen to Eric WhoRU live on www.wtpnn.com (http://www.wtpnn.com) Midnight to 2 am CST M-F or in the archive (Free), or go to his yahoo group and read for the solution. You won’t be disappointed.

Geoff

P.S. Ignore all the other hosts as they are the blind leading the blind.

5376. edo August 29, 2008 @ 1:23 am
Geoffrey Fanslow,

We can all see the dark clouds gathering on the horizon. Many times there is extreme repetition on these "radio" shows etc. If the man has a solution, please sum it up and post it here.

After about 5 years of very intense studying (about 2 of which were wasted trying to uncover the real source of the problem) I no longer have the patience to read endless posts or hear the same old story repeated by a different person.

I have read posts by and subscribed to “updates” of countless analysts (financial and otherwise) and after a while it is all like spaghetti. The reason it is all garbled up is because the game is so rigged, so controlled, that it is almost impossible to foresee exactly what and when things will take place.

So again, if this person does have the answer, please post it and then give us a link to a specific article or audio file etc. Hopefully his solution isn’t to sell everything and buy gold/silver. We have heard that story before and I have already done that (to a degree). Hopefully he doesn’t tell us to live all alone in the mountains because I don’t want to do that.

Anyway, please pardon my lack of “latitude” but this topic needs laser sharp accuracy and clarity in order to be overcome. Nebulous links, sites and ideas are for the newbies.

Actually this is one of the reasons I like this site. The good Brother has something to say and he just comes out and says it. Many times it is even a bit more condensed than I would have hoped. However, the facts are there and the idea is conveyed. Simple and straightforward.

Thanks.

Rabbit August 29, 2008 @ 2:01 am

Short and to the point. We know that a full treatment of MOSSAD “special operations beyond Israel’s borders” would take a a lot more space, but this is a perfectly good introduction to the slippery deeds of those whose motto is “By Deception Shalt Thou Wage War”

The first modern example of Zionist terror was the King David Hotel of course. I still think the USS Liberty attack was amongst their most cowardly and cold blooded, and most blatant in every sense. Even the cover up is just a stone walling denial on all fronts.

5809. Rabbit August 29, 2008 @ 2:01 am

5810. hoff August 29, 2008 @ 2:32 am

Bob: As I said, the problem has finally, in my case at least, been identified, now what do we do about it?

heff: Hello Bob. The nr1 problem is that the jews is a state in the state. First of all the jews must be kicked out of Capitol Hill and out of Washington DC. Jews control America and they do it in DC.

How do you do that? One way is the Hitler way, to physically remove the jew from all importen post, and I think that’s the only way. Why would the jew give up his control of America voluntarily? I would’nt.

When you have a problem you can find a solution, but most people do not think there is a jewish problem. On the contrary most people think jews are an asset. I did myself three years ago. I’m 49 and lived over half my life and I hadn’t a clue that there even existed a jewish problem. And this is the biggest problem, most people do not know there is a jewish problem.
and when you tell them they will give you a twisted smile and say: Do you really believe that there is a Jewish conspiracy ... and give you the look you give some nutcase or children that say some funny thing.

-No, I don’t believe, I know ... Is my answer. Why do I know? Because I used allmost three year of my life to read, think and write about the Jewish problem. I don’t have to work for a living and I have read day and night for allmost three year to get the answer to one Q: Is there a Jewish power and if so, how does it work?

That’s why I can say: -No, I don’t believe, I know and I can explain how Jewish power works. Jewish power has nothing to whit believe, it’a a fact. But not many people have the time I do and it’s just to complicated for most people to grasp. First you must get people to listen to you, then you must explain. When you get people to listen they need a short introductio to the Jewish problem. Br Nathans and Judicial-Inc site is an exellent intro to the Jewish problem. They are short and down to the point in a short text.

Judicial-Inc has one thing Br Nathan dosen’t, he know military and knows what strategy is. No critic of Br Natan of course. Very few people do understand what you can and can NOT do military, that is a major factor that makes it so easy to fool us. I will give you one very clear exampl. We are being told over and over again that Hitler wanted to conquer the whole world and he was going to invade England. That is total B.S! Sorry Br Nathan.

The English Chanel is 35 km, 22 miles at it’s narrowest. If you stand on the cliffs of Dover at a good day you can see the European mainland with your bare eyes. The English Chanel is a ditch. It’s a ditch, it’s not far but you must, I repeat. you MUST have a dock on the other side of that ditch. No dock, no can land heavy equipment. If you look at the when England and US invaded Europe in ww2, how many docks did they bring whit them? Four docks. Lose one and you have three left. Lose two and you have two left. Four docks was overkill, but when you have overkill, then you win.

There was no way Hitler could invade England. Then look at Dunkirk. Hitler had 330.000 french and english soldiers surrounded. What did Hitler do? Kill them? Take them POW? No, he just halted his soldiers and they sat whatching them go home to England. Those soldier Hitlers soldiers would have to fight at the shores of England if he was going to invade England. Do you think Hitler was stupid?

Hitler invaded France from the border to Spain in the south and Norway to the north. Hitler pre-invaded to take the Atlantic wall, in order to hinder being invaded - not to conquer the world. A correct strategic military move. Any in his right mind and in Hitlers shoes would do the same thing. Judicial-Inc explained and that’s why I know this. This is just one example what I learned from Judicial-Inc. Use two weeks of your life and read Judicial-Inc. When you are finished at Mainpage go to the Archive and read two more weeks and of course Real Jews News. They are the two website I would recommend as introduction to the Jewish problem.

The short of the long, forget everything you learned in school and on History Channel, it’s all lies upon lies and they are Jewish lies!

The coup in Russia was made by Jews. Soviet was run by Jew. That they don’t tell you in school or on History Channel Proof? I have bulletproof evidence that Jews was in control of Soviet. It took me two years to find bulletproof evidence that noon can dispute that Jews was in charge in Soviet. Encyclopedia Judaica 1971, entry Communism. I know this excerpts are correct and I know that because I went to a library and looked it up myself and I have a copy of every page. Anybody in the whole world can go check this themself.

The Politburo - the supreme governing body of Russia immediately after the Communist
Revolution - had four Jews amongst its seven members, according to page 797 of the Jewish Encyclopedia Judaica (below).

That is 60 percent Jews in the Politburo. Four Jews are more than three goyim, non-Jews.

The Encyclopedia Judaica on page 793 then goes on to reveal that the Communist International actually instructed Jews to change their names so as "not confirm right-wing propaganda that presented Communism as an alien, Jewish conspiracy." (above).

http://www.white-history.com/hwr61i.htm

The “revoulution” in Russia 1907 was not a revolution, it was a well planed coup and it was Jews behind the coup. Now, how is it possible to lie to you about this fact and what more have they lied about and who are the lier?

It’s the jew and the jew can lie to you ONLY because the jew control all the printed stoff, radio and tv. If the jew did not control the propagandaapparatus the jew could NOT lie to you, because then you would know that the jew controled Soviet.

And this is a part of the solution, to make people understand that they are lied to. And that means you stop reading and watching the jew propaganda. I have watched tv maybe two hour the last three years, sold my tv six month ago.

Go on the net and read books you wont find in your library and read. Did you know that Soviet had A-bomb in 1942? Not a working one but all the parts. All stolen from America under Leand-Lease. Major Jordan’s Diaries, book online. Copy and save.

http://www.sweetliberty.org/issues/wars/jordan/01.html

How wars are made, Main

http://www.sweetliberty.org/issues/wars/

Solution? First, stop listen to the jews lies and get jew-wise, then kick the jew out of Capitol Hill.

Judicial-Inc Older Archive

http://judicial-inc.biz/o_lder_archive.htm

6046. hoff August 29, 2008 @ 2:51 am

Please correct, 1917

“The "revoulution" in Russia 1907 ...”

6047. james August 29, 2008 @ 3:56 am

@Rabbit

9/11 was there most cold blooded. They at least knew about it.

@hoff

There was the failed revolution of 1905 where Lenin and his goons scurried of and got sanctuary in Europe.

6048. Doug August 29, 2008 @ 4:52 am
To all who read and comment.
I save all of RJN to .pdf files for future use and education. I hate to say it but eventually this information will no longer be available either by the hand of G-d or by some slimy Israeli bunch. When my children are old enough I will have the knowledge (that Br Nathanael has compiled) to teach them the truth. I archive many other tid-bits of history for the same purpose. A good start other then this fine url is search for "the warnings of benjamin freedman", after reading this, all of your public school history classes will have a vivid clarity.

G-d has blessed you Br Nathanael, with amazing amounts of "Positive Chutzpah"

Loren  
August 29, 2008 @ 9:33 am

@ Orthodox Russian:

In referring to “every single Word and Parable said by Jesus has multidimensional meaning”, you are absolutely correct! AMEN!

The Word of God is not uni-layered, but multi-layered, not one-dimensional, but multi-dimensional, not surface-text only, but heavily interwoven with additional meanings, even of deep secrets. The more one studies the Word of God “in truth”, the more one will come to know that the Word of God is composed “line upon line”, with multiple layers and levels like an onion.

Back in the mid-1980’s, I came to my initial Spirit-quickened understanding of this, years before I ever heard of the “Bible Code”. So when I finally did hear of the Bible Code, it only made sense that God would have embedded deep secrets into His Word, even of future people and events.

The Bible - the Word of God given to us - is, in what appears to be, a “finite“ form. So how could an "infinite" God reduce His infinite Word down into the finite construct of human language? Not possible, UNLESS, what “appears“ to be finite is in fact infinite in its construct. But to tap and delve into the infinite, one must believe that it exists, and then take that step of faith that the Spirit of the Living God will enable one to rightly divide the Word of God in all its levels and understandings. Whereas indeed the Holy Spirit can “quicken” an understanding unto a Believer, generally the “process” of obtaining this extra-leveled Knowledge and Wisdom of the Word of God does not happen in five seconds or less, or in a 10-step study program, but throughout a lifetime of faith, study, prayer, reflection, contemplation, and even application. What most people don’t realize, is that what Jesus knew was not “automatic” just because He was the “Son of God”. He was also the “Son of Man”, and in that reality, had to be taught and had to learn just like the rest of us. In learning the fullness of the Word of God, then, in understanding and in application, Jesus is our perfect example.

Orthodox Russian, your post revealed to me a deeper level of understanding of the story of the rich young ruler - thank you - we can all learn from one another. Specifically, Jesus was addressing this man’s physical wealth, but more than that, at a deeper and fuller level, Jesus was addressing ALL of this man’s wealth - as you, Orthodox Russian, mentioned: ““everything you have” is your Intellect, Reason …”, through the rest of your post. Excellent.

@ all:

Keep firmly in mind this story of the “rich young ruler”. Not only was Jesus addressing a real-life flesh-and-blood in-the-now person, but Jesus was also addressing someone else who was also present ... but from the remote past of Jesus’ life before His Earthen life.

This “someone else” likewise was blessed by God with great wealth and possessions, both external and internal, as well as with unparalleled beauty, ability, position, power, influence,